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About NeptuNe

This time of year brings with it a lovely sense of anticipation. The
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tAbLeWARe

early flirtation with colour, the warm light and the fresh flavours
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dinnerware

that liven up a winter palette, are all a wonderful prelude to some fun
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cutlery

outdoor living.
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glassware
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table linen
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DeCoRAtIVe
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candles

40

candlesticks

42

photo frames

Thank you for pIckInG up our SprInG/Summer
acceSSorIeS Brochure for 2013.

We are excited to be introducing some new accessories to our collection
that mix warm textures with reflective materials to add a touch of
sparkle and eye catching glamour. our elegant fenton Dinnerware,
sophisticated Stuart cutlery and stunning Versailles mirror are a soft
and stylish way of combining the rustic and the refined for a creatively
classic look.
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vases

We also love our new harrison clock. It displays the same sense of
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glass jars

simplicity, romance and reverence for old world craftsmanship that has
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throws

so inspired the rest of our collection.
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baskets

So fold away your woolen throws, unpack your picnic blanket and
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rugs

colours and natural materials. They will set the scene for a bright
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WALL FuRNISHINGS

seasonal celebration.
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prints
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clocks
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mirrors
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LIGHtING

88

table lamps
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desk lamps
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wall lamps
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pendant lights

spring into summer with our celebration of warm textures, light

John Sims-hilditch & Giles redman
(co-founders)
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Kitchen, Interior, Bathroom & Garden
You can view all of our brochures online at neptune.com

Like us on Facebook and keep up to date with the latest
news, competitions and offers.
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We finally got
the hint...
after we lost count of the number of customers who wanted to buy the
pendant Light from our first neptune kitchen, we decided the time had
come to develop our own range of accessories. Well, how hard could it be?
actually, it was very hard. It took two years of researching, designing and
developing to ensure every lamp, bowl, candle and paint colour lived up to
our exacting standards.
our story began with the design of a better garden hammock. our motivation has changed little in the last 15 years. When we can’t find what you
want, we set out to create it.
This freedom means we can indulge our passion for the best raw materials,
best designers and best craftsmen. It also means we can ensure it is very
affordable.
Drawing inspiration from our industrial heritage, we have designed
glassware, cutlery and beautiful dinnerware that combine tradition with
innovation. We hope you feel that each piece reflects our absolute commitment to beautiful design, using the highest quality materials and the best
artisans.

hoW We DeSIGn
We think each home tells a story. from the kitchen table set for a lazy brunch
to the baskets piled high with toys, throws and muddy boots. each room
should be evocative, stimulating and welcoming.
We tried to keep this in mind when designing beautiful objects for your
home that feel fresh, natural, functional and elegant. We have considered
the texture of a room when developing our flooring, the reflection of light
in our range of crystal lamps and the transformative effect of a beautifully
painted room.
our aim is that you can combine and layer any of these beautiful accessories
to tell a story of your own.
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Tableware
DINNeRWARe
CutLeRY
GLASSWARe
tAbLe LINeNS
We ThInk TaBLeWare ShouLD Be TacTILe, eLeGanT anD
practical. Think long lazy lunches, elegant dinners and sunny
barbecues. everyday use means each plate, glass and spoon needs to be
pleasing to the eye, soft to touch and robust in its design.
With this in mind we have created a tableware collection that is unique,
handmade, functional and stylish. They are all designed to work
together or on their own with a palette of versatile designs and earthy
colours for you to choose from.
most of our Tableware collection is dishwasher safe, but we would
recommend washing by hand as this will ensure your lovely handmade
pieces have the longest possible life.
you can happily use our dinnerware in the microwave, except for the
fenton range due to its delicate platinum edging.
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Bowsley
Dinnerware

A FReSH SCANDINAVIAN FeeL
Handmade Ceramics in Soft Shell White

6
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BoWSLey
The ruSTIc, TacTILe BoWSLey ranGe IS perfecT In

Why choose me?

its imperfection. each piece is handmade with no round plate

Simple, stylish and perfectly adaptable to
any home
Match with the polperro Cutlery range for
an evocative coastal feel
Sophisticated yet informal to suit every
occasion

white gives the range a fresh Scandinavian seaside feel, whilst the

being perfectly round, no saucer the same as another. The soft shell
undulating ridges and raised detailing give it a pleasing texture.

Bowsley

80mm

bowl

boW-boW

Bowsley

150mm

90mm

Cup & Saucer
boW-C&S

160mm

Bowsley
Dessert plate

boW-pLA-DeS

260mm

Bowsley
Dinner plate

boW-pLA-DIN

310mm

Left
bowsley Dinner & Dessert plate, emily Napkin & placemat in peat
and Hanbury Cutlery.
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Fenton
Dinnerware
SopHIStICAteD AND ReFINeD
Translucent Fine Bone China Edged with Platinum
and lined with Neptune Grey

10
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fenTon
our fenTon ranGe WILL BrInG Some SerIouS
sophistication to your dinner table. Inspired by the great pottery
traditions in the north east, this fine, translucent bone china is
edged with platinum and lined with our neptune grey: the perfect
combination of understated luxury and elegance.

Why choose me?
the delicate filigree design looks
beautiful paired with the dinner plate
the soft grey and metallic edging updates
this classic design
pair with our Stuart Cutlery range for a
supremely elegant table setting

Fenton

bonechina Soup plate
FeN-pLA-Sou

8.5”

Fenton

bonechina Side plate
FeN-pLA-SID

8”

Fenton

bonechina Dinner plate
FeN-pLA-DIN

10.5”

Fenton

bonechina Charger
FeN-pLA-CHA

12”

Right
Fenton Charger, Dinner plate and Soup plate.
Stuart Cutlery and emily placemats in Mist.
12
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Hanbury
Dinnerware

RuStIC CouNtRY FAVouRIte
Whimsical chicken motif and delicate frieze
finished with glazed brush strokes
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Hanbury

Hanbury

100mm

Mug

Why choose me?
For a fresh and interesting alternative
combine with the Mayfield white
the storage jars are well sealed and
perfect for storing coffee or cookies
Don’t miss the pretty, delicate frieze detail
around the mugs and bowls

Side plate
90mm

HNb-MuG

Hanbury
bowl

Hanbury

Hanbury

40mm

Dessert plate
210mm

HNb-boW

110mm

HNb-pLA-DeS

300mm

Hanbury

Salad bowl

HNb-boW-SAL

240mm

HNb-pLA-SID

Dinner plate
290mm

HNb-pLA-DIN
340mm

195mm

Hanbury

Small Storage Jar
HNb-JAR-12X20
117mm

Hanbury

225mm

Large Storage Jar
HNb-JAR-13X23
132mm

hanBury
eVocaTIVe of a farm coTTaGe, ThIS firm country
favourite has become a big hit in the neptune offices. The generous
dinner plates call out for a Sunday roast, whilst the characterful
chicken design and glazed brush strokes give it a lovely rustic look.

Left
Hanbury Dinner and Dessert plates.
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Mayfield
Dinnerware

FReSH, CRISp CoNteMpoRARY GLAMouR
Pared back design in Clean Pebble Grey and Soft
White Glaze

18
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Mayfield

100mm

Mug

90mm

MAY-MuG-WH/ PG

Mayfield

Why choose me?
Combine the two colours for a stylish,
elegant table setting
the Jumbo mug is perfect for soups, hot
chocolate or the odd hot toddy
pair with our barton cutlery range for a
chic, crisp look

90mm

Jumbo Mug

120mm

MAY-MuG-JuM-WH/ PG

Mayfield

70mm

bowl

MAY-boW-WH/ PG

180mm

Mayfield
Dessert plate

MAY-pLA-DeS-WH/ PG
230mm

Mayfield
Dinner plate

MAY-pLA-DIN-WH/ PG
300mm

mayfIeLD
The freSh, crISp feeL of The mayfIeLD IS our moST
contemporary, pared back design. The clean pebble grey and soft
white glaze work beautifully together or on their own. The simple,
uniform shape and finish give the mayfield a discreet glamour,
but also make a striking counterpiece to the hanbury and Bowsley
ranges.
20

Colour Codes : WH - White / PG - pebble Grey

Above
Mayfield Dinner plate in pebble Grey and Mayfield
Dessert plate in White. barton Cutlery and emily
placemats and Napkins in Mist.
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Barton

24pc Cutlery Set Charcoal

Cutlery

bAR-Cut-24pC-CH
try with the Mayfield dinnerware
for a sleek, contemporary look

240mm

Handsworth

24pc Cutlery Set Warm Grey
HAN-Cut-24pC-WA
the warm grey works beautifully set
against our emily placemats

245mm

Polperro

24pc Cutlery Set Royal blue
poL-Cut-24pC-Ro

225mm

Very stylish with the bowsley dinner range

Salcombe

24pc Cutlery Set Royal blue
SAL-Cut-24pC-Ro

225mm

Very stylish with the bowsley dinner range

Stuart

36pc Cutlery Set Stainless Steel
Stu-Cut-36pC-St
elegant stainless steel, perfect paired
with our Fenton dinnerware

240mm

facTorIeS In SheffIeLD anD BIrmInGham STarTeD
producing the modern pronged fork in the mid 19th century and
became famous for producing them in their millions. our cutlery
ranges emulate the traditional techniques and styles that were
pioneered during that time. our high performance resin handles
are extremely durable, and our stainless steel range is of the best
quality.
Above
barton, Hanbury and polperro Cutlery.
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GreenWIch
aS a maJor porT, GreenWIch WaS The cenTre for
glass development in the 17th century. It was at this time that
ravenscroft developed clear lead crystal glass in england, an

Greenwich
Glassware

innovation that led to designs such as these beautiful goblet
glasses. We have modeled our range of glassware on this
classical, durable and distinctive design. They are pleasing to
hold, simple in form and very versatile. each glass is individually

tRADItIoNAL GobLet DeSIGN
Hand blown Premium Glass

hand blown using a premium glass to give a high level
of clarity.

24
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89mm

Greenwich

Small Water Glasses - box of 6

110mm

GRe-GLA-WAt6-S

Why choose me?
Hand blown premium Glass for a high
level of Clarity
Classical, durable and distinctive design
perfect for sophisticated parties or supper
for two

85mm

Greenwich

tall Water Glasses - box of 6

160mm

GRe-GLA-WAt6-t

90mm

Greenwich

171mm

Red Wine Glasses - box of 6
GRe-GLA-WIN6-R

85mm

Greenwich

160mm

White Wine Glasses - box of 6
GRe-GLA-WIN6-W

67mm

Greenwich

202mm

Champagne Flutes - box of 6
GRe-GLA-CHA6

100mm

Greenwich

270mm

Glass Water Jug
GRe-GLA-JuG

Above
Greenwich Champagne Glasses.
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emILy

Emily

Tableware

SofT anD SophISTIcaTeD, our emILy TaBLe LInen
creates an elegance that epitomises understated english style.
With muted colours that are evocative of the landscape around
us, the placemats and napkins add a tactile feel to the table setting.

NAtuRAL SopHIStICAteD toNeS

made from 100% linen and 100% cotton.

Elegant Table Linen in Peat or Mist

Emily

Linen Napkins - set of 6
eMI-NAp6- MI / PE
the set of six soft napkins come in a pretty
drawstring bag

46cm x 44cm
(open)

Emily

Quilted Cotton placemats
eMI-pLA6- MI / PE
Soft, tactile and elegant, choose from peat
or Mist or combine the two

35cm
47cm

Colour Codes : MI - Mist / PE - peat

Left
emily placemats and Napkins in Mist.
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Decorative
CANDLeS
CANDLeStICKS
pHoto FRAMeS
VASeS
GLASS JARS
oRNAMeNtS
tHRoWS
bASKetS
RuGS
IT’S aLL In The DeTaIL. The InVITInG WarmTh of a ruG,
the reflective shimmer of a candlestick and the sculptural impact of a
large vase, that is what really completes a room. a seductive narrative
of beautiful shapes, colours and textures.

30

31

There is a real alchemy to candle making. We

Candles

wanted soft, muted colours, delicate inviting fragrances and pretty
decorative glass. It was quite a voyage of discovery but we hope you
enjoy the result.
We have used a particular paraffin wax blend that ensures
extended burn times, produces little smoke and keeps its shape
right down to the end of the wick.

Blyton
7x15
10x10
10x15
3 wick

32

65hrs
55hrs
80hrs
55hrs

Bronte
Small
Large
3 Wick

30hrs
35hrs
45hrs

Christie
Medium

35hrs

33

BLyTon
TheSe SofTLy TexTureD canDLeS WILL GIVe an

Blyton

earthy, warm feel to your home. Designed to complement our

Candles

range of glass lanterns and candlesticks, these unscented candles
enhance a room with their flickering light and rich seasonal tones.

RICH SeASoNAL ACCeNtS
the soft colours echo our range of earthy
paint colours
Combine colour and size for a seasonal
ambience
use with a Highbury Candlestick for a striking
table setting

Softly Textured Unscented Candles

Blyton

pillar Candle - Calico

Blyton

pillar Candle - Mahogany

Blyton

pillar Candle - Juniper

Blyton

pillar Candle - Mist

Above
blyton 10x10cm pillar Candle in Mist, blyton 7x15cm pillar
Candle and 3 Wick Candle in Calico.
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BronTe

Bronte
Candles

The fraGranT BronTe canDLe IS STrucTureD In
an elegant and simple way. Dewy and delicate, it comes
encased in a thick glass in a variety of different sizes. The
subtle, crisp scent will infuse your room, and the soft

DeWY AND DeLICAte
Subtle, Crisp Scent Encased in Clear Glass

light is perfect for enhancing any bedroom, bathroom or
dining room.

Scatter round the room for an inviting atmosphere
the 3 Wick bronte would make a stunning centre
piece for your dining table
beautifully boxed, they make perfect presents

90mm

Bronte

Verveine Scented Candle
75mm

bRo-CAN-1pC-Ve

Bronte

80mm

Verveine Scented Candle - set of 2
bRo-CAN-2pC-Ve

Bronte

65mm

80mm

Verveine Scented Candle - 3 Wick
bRo-CAN-3WI-Ve

150mm

Left
bronte Verveine Scented Candle - set of
2 and porter Silver photo Frame 6x8.
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chrISTIe
We WanTeD To creaTe a hanD BLoWn, DecoraTIVe
candle that emulated the stunning look of murano glass. We
discovered the 'Sommerso' layering effect invented in the 1930's,

Christie
Candles

where a pigment is added loosely while the glass is being blown.
We are delighted with the result. a more modern, subtle take on
a beautiful style.

DeCoRAtIVe ‘SoMMeRSo’ eFFeCt GLASS
Scented Candle encased in delicate hand blown glass

the colours complement each other, so it is
lovely to have one of each
the hand-swirled colour effect is stunning
when the candle is lit
they make a beautiful decorative object in
their own right

Christie

92mm

Amber Scented Candle - Charcoal
CHR-CAN-AMb-CH

Christie

100mm

92mm

Amber Scented Candle -Grey oak
CHR-CAN-AMb-GR

Christie

100mm

92mm

Amber Scented Candle - Snow
CHR-CAN-AMb-SN

100mm

Right
Christie Amber Scented Candle in Charcoal, Grey oak and Snow.
Charlton Vase 335mm.
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hIGhBury

Highbury
Candlesticks

one of The fIrST ThInGS you noTIce aBouT
the highbury is the way the light reflects off the rippled
stem. This shimmering effect comes from the exceptional
quality of the hand blown, twisted glass. The clear bowl at

IRIDeSCeNt touCH oF GLAMouR
Twisted Hand Blown Premium Glass

the top is perfectly suited for a Blyton candle and reflects
the light beautifully. The edges are cut and ground for a
soft feel. They are modern yet nostalgic, romantic yet dramatic.
the height of the large Highbury makes a
dramatic statement
Wide clear bowls offer great flexibility for
different candle sizes
the iridescent effect looks wonderful when
looking through more than one candlestick

335mm

Highbury

Glass Candlestick 355mm
HIG-CAN-StI-0355
150mm

440mm

Highbury

Glass Candlestick 440mm
HIG-CAN-StI-0440
145mm

Left
Highbury 355mm and 440mm
Candlesticks, 260mm Kennington
Glass Hurricane Vase and Cotswold
Heather Check throw in Apple.
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Photo Frames
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Newton

Silver plated Frame With Mount

the Newton is a more contemporary,
angular design
pair with the porter for an interesting mix of
styles

44

Porter

Silver plated Frame

Decorate your sideboard or dresser with fun
family memories
the softer edges of the porter offers a more
classical style

45

you keep aSkInG for DecoraTIVe eLemenTS ThaT
will give that wow factor... The large charlton vase will do just
that. In fact the whole range of hand blown vases are designed

Vases

to make a bold statement. fill with fresh cut flowers, individual
stems or seasonally throughout the year.

Kennington

270mm

Hurricane Lantern Vase 260mm
KeN-VAS-0260
our first Hurricane lamp and still our
favourite, its lovely on a mantlepiece pared
with our blyton pillar candles.

Kennington

Hurricane Lantern Vase 380mm

170mm

380mm

KeN-VAS-0380
A stunning centrepiece or on a sideboard,
this Hurricane lamp can also create a
wonderful atmosphere outdoors.

220mm

Charlton

Glass Vase 335mm

340mm

CHA-VAS-0335
this low, wide and easy to use vase is a
modern interpretation of an old urn perfect for table settings.

Charlton

Glass Vase 400mm

390mm

400mm

CHA-VAS-0400
Ideal for single stems and dramatic colour,
make this beautiful vase a focal point in the
hallway or bedroom.

240mm

Charlton

Glass Vase 500mm

510mm

CHA-VAS-0500
Introduce a sense of drama to your room
by showcasing freshly cut flowers and bold
splashes of colour.

Right
Charlton Vase 335mm.
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330mm
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Belmont
Glassware

VeRSAtILe AND CHARMING StoRAGe
Hand Blown Glass Jars

48
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BeLmonT
The BeLmonT JarS proVe ThaT DISpLayS can Be
practical as well as charming. The lovely solid handle and robust
glass jar provide an excellent excuse for showing off your latest
culinary creation or as a pretty focal point for a kitchen table or
bathroom.

Belmont

Glass Jar with Lid 170mm

230mm

beL-JAR-0170
tall, elegant, with a slim silhouette perfect
for those bathroom pampering products.

Belmont

Glass Jar with Lid 180mm

120mm

300mm

beL-JAR-0180
this belmont Jar is a major fixture in
the Neptune kitchen, wide and shallow
enough for easy access to a sweet treat!

220mm

Belmont

Glass Jar with Lid 300mm

420mm

beL-JAR-0300
this spacious belmont adds a touch of
drama to a sideboard, ideal for seasonal
displays to add mood and ambience.
220mm

Left
belmont Glass Jar 180mm and Kennington
Hurricane Lantern Vase 380mm. bowsley Dinner
plates,Dessert plates and bowls. Aston Cutlery
and emily placemats and Napkins in peat.
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aShBy

Ashby

Ornaments

We SomeTImeS neeD ThInGS In LIfe ThaT are pureLy
decorative. an added detail that will enhance a room or piece of
furniture, an attractive accent that will catch the eye. The ashby
is a tactile, warm ceramic that reflects the light, adds texture to a

eLeGANt DeCoRAtIVe ACCeNtS

scheme and softens the room’s architecture.

Tactile Warm Ceramic Ornament

place on a dresser or mantle in pairs for a
distinctive look
use as elegant bookends to dress up your
bookshelves
these lovely ornaments chime with any
country, coastal or city setting

240cm

Ashby

Artichoke ornament Small
ASH-oRN-ARt-024-WH

Ashby

140cm

320cm

Artichoke ornament Large
ASH-oRN-ARt-032-WH
180cm

Left
Ashby Artichoke ornaments - Small and Large.
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coTSWoLD
We

Cotswold

LoVe

WooL.

eSpecIaLLy

enGLISh

WooL.

Breathable, easy to look after, incredibly soft and very warm.

Furnishings

During the 16th century cotswold wool was famous for its fine
quality, and with this is mind we have created a range of beautiful

CoSY tHRoWS FoR ANY oCCASIoN

throws that celebrate our english heritage. When you want to curl
up on a sofa or add a layer of warmth in bed, our soft cotswold

Soft Lambswool and Mohair in Elegant Natural

Throws are perfect.

Tones

1400x1850mm

Cotswold

Herringbone throw - Natural
Cot-tHR-140X185-He
100% lambswool, elegant and practical,
this throw would look beautiful at the end
of a bed.

1350x1900mm

Cotswold

Natural Mohair throw
Cot-tHR-135X190-Mo
Drape this high quality mohair throw over
a basket or sofa for an inviting, cosy look.

Cotswold

1400x1850mm

Heather Check Throw
APPLE
Cot-tHR-140X185-Ap
NATURAL
Cot-tHR-140X185-NA
100% lambswool in gentle soft hues,
perfect outside, cosying up on a summers
evening.

Left
Cotswold Heather Check throw in Apple
and Natural, Cotswold Herringbone
throw and Natural Mohair throw.
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one of The BeST LuxurIeS In LIfe muST Be WrappInG
yourself up in your favourite throw. We have designed four

Throws

gorgeous blankets to serve just that purpose. handmade in an
ancient mill from soft cotton, lambswool and mohair they are
machine washable, extremely cosy and the perfect excuse to curl
up on the sofa with a good book, a hot chocolate or the latest movie.

1250x1700mm

Alpine

Reversible throw
ALp-tHR-125X170-GR
beautiful reversible lambswool mix
snowflake design in natural earthy colours.

Dewsbury

1400x1850mm

throw - Juniper

DeW-tHR-140X185-Ju
Rich juniper mohair knit, the perfect throw
for your bed or living room.

Kingswood

1400x1850mm

throw - Mole Grey
KIN-tHR-140X185-ML
Soft and weighty design, handmade in
100% cotton.

Morely

1400x1850mm

throw - off White
MoR-tHR-140X185-oF
Wonderful chunky throw in a cosy knit
made from 100% cotton.

Left
Kingswood Mole Grey throw.
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600mm

350mm

Somerton

Willow pair of baskets

Somerton

Somerton
250mm

SoML-bKt-003

450mm

280mm

Willow basket 21x28x28

280mm

SoML-bKt-008

350mm

210mm

500mm

Baskets

tHe peRFeCt ACCeSSoRY
630mm

Softly Textured Natural Willow

Somerton

Willow pair of Log baskets

Somerton

520mm

280mm

Willow basket 46x28x28

280mm

670mm

SoML-bKt-002

460mm

SoML-bKt-006
540mm

900mm

600mm

Somerton

Willow pair of Retangular Log baskets
SoML-bKt-001

500mm

600mm

Somerton

Willow basket 63x28x28

280mm
280mm

63cm

SoML-bKt-005

500mm
800mm

Somerton

Willow basket 86x28x28

280mm
280mm

860mm

SoML-bKt-004

Somerton

550mm

Willow basket 32.5x38x50
SoML-bKt-009

325mm

380mm

Left
Somerton Willow pair of Log baskets - small
and Cotswold Natural Mohair throw.
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How do you
use yours?
WheTher IT IS your 3 year oLD uSInG The LarGe
handled Willow Basket as a racing car or your collection of throws
being given pride of place; a basket has endless uses. That is why
we love them. They will become part of the family as they carry
logs, kindling and laundry, tidy away gloves, hats and shoes, and
store towels, linens and magazines. how will you use yours?

Hall

Bathroom

Tabl

e Lin
en

Logs

Clever S
torage

6060

Laundry
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ToLSey
We LoVe harD fLoorS aT nepTune. BuT a harD

Tolsey

floor really needs softening. our Tolsey rugs will definitely do

Furnishings

that. Very thick and springy, we have taken the unusual step of
giving them a carpet backing. This ensures they don’t slip and are

LuXuRIouSLY SoFt

extremely luxurious underfoot. each rug is a generous size that is
large enough to make an impact but will fit most rooms. We have

Pure Wool Rugs in Elegant Organic Hues

also made our rugs from 100% wool, which is easy to look after
and gives a superior feel.

Tolsey Loop Pile Rug
170x240cm - Flint Grey
toL-RuGL-170X240-FL

Tolsey Loop Pile Rug
170x240cm - Gull Grey

toL-RuGL-170X240-Gu

Tolsey Plaid Rug
170x240cm - oatmeal

toL-RuGp-170X240-oA

Tolsey Plaid Rug
170x240cm - off White

toL-RuGp-170X240-oF

Right
tolsey Loop pile Rug in Flint Grey.
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BurforD

Burford
Rug

We LoVe The BoLD GeomeTrIc DeSIGn of The
New

striking Burford rug. The square symmetry and blend of flint
greys create an interesting focal point, but also complement our
other designs. Woven on a panja Loom, the flat weave is of the

tRADItIoNAL GeoMetRIC DeSIGN
Hand Woven Flat Weave Rug in Flint Tones

highest quality and the thick carpet backing keeps it in place and
makes it feel extremely luxurious under foot.

Burford

Handwoven Rug - Flint Grey
buR-RuG-146X240-FL
Handwoven and handcrafted by skilled
weavers using traditional methods and
tools - every rug is unique.

Left
burford Handwoven Rug in Flint Grey.
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Wall Furnishings
pRINtS
CLoCKS
MIRRoRS
When We fIrST STarTeD nepTune, moST of our meeTInGS
were round John’s kitchen table. The print hanging behind his aga
was a black and white photograph of a stylish man skiing. for years we
thought it was John…
Well, it inspired us to put together a collection of photographs, images
and prints that would each have a story to tell. even if they weren’t of
you.
We also wanted to create a stunning range of mirrors that would
complement our interior ranges but were also beautiful pieces of
furniture in their own right. from a pretty, delicate chichester mirror in
the bathroom to a majestic henley mirror over the fireplace, we hope you
will agree.
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We ThInk prInTS can acT aS a focaL poInT, eITher

choose the manhattan skyline to go behind a
range for a practical and stylish look

individually or as a stylish cluster of three or four. We have chosen

Group together a pretty collection of botanical
sketches to bring nature indoors

appealing, evocative images that resonate with human creativity. from
the early photography of soaring city skylines to a celebration of flying,

Are you a marilyn or Audrey fan? Well why not
have both?

sailing and architecture, there is something to inspire everyone.
each mount, frame and profile has been carefully chosen, and a wide
choice of shapes and sizes are available.

Flying Boat Over Manhattan

Flying Boat Over Staue of Liberty

WHI-pRI-SpL-A1

WHI-pRI-SpL-A2

87x67cm

87x67cm

Manhattan from Brooklyn
121x70cm

WHI-pRI-bRo

Vintage Marilyn Monroe

Vintage Audrey Hepburn

WHI-pRI-MAR

WHI-pRI-AuD

85x105cm

85x105cm

Running with the Breeze

Running Under Full Canvas

WHI-pRI-SAI-A1

WHI-pRI-SAI-A2

47x57cm
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47x57cm
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Classical Rome 1

Classical Rome 2

WHI-pRI-RoM-A1

WHI-pRI-RoM-A2

Classical Rome 3

Classical Rome 4

WHI-pRI-RoM-A3

WHI-pRI-RoM-A4

Classical Rome 5

Classical Rome 6

WHI-pRI-RoM-A5

WHI-pRI-RoM-A6

33x27cm

33x27cm

Organic Architecture 1
45x53cm

WHI-pRI-pLA-C1

33x27cm

East Indian Strychnos 1

East Indian Strychnos 2

WHI-pRI-pLA-b1

WHI-pRI-pLA-b2

86x116cm

33x27cm

86x116cm

Organic Architecture 2
45x53cm

33x27cm

33x27cm

WHI-pRI-pLA-C2

Botanical Art 1

Botanical Art 2

WHI-pRI-pLA-A1

WHI-pRI-pLA-A2

57x44cm

57x44cm

Ruling the Roost 1
48x48cm

WHI-pRI-CHI-A1

Botanical Art 3

Botanical Art 4

WHI-pRI-pLA-A3

WHI-pRI-pLA-A4

57x44cm
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Ruling the Roost 2
48x48cm

WHI-pRI-CHI-A2

Ruling the Roost 3

Ruling the Roost 4

WHI-pRI-CHI-A3

WHI-pRI-CHI-A4

48x48cm

48x48cm

57x44cm
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The Long View

Break of Dawn 1

110x50cm

47x47cm

WHI-pRI-tRe-b1

WHI-pRI-tRe-A1

Break of Dawn 2

The Long Walk

47x47cm

110x50cm

WHI-pRI-tRe-A2

WHI-pRI-tRe-b2

Architectural Stone Masonry 1

Architectural Stone Masonry 2

Architectural Ironmongery 1

Architectural Ironmongery 2

WHI-pRI-ARC-A1

WHI-pRI-ARC-A2

WHI-pRI-ARC-A3

WHI-pRI-ARC-A4

62x62cm
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62x62cm

62x62cm

62x62cm
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New

neW this seAson - chisWicK Prints

Fine Mahogany frame

Fine Mahogany frame

CHI-pRI-pLA-ACA-FM

CHI-pRI-pLA-ACA-FM

Chiswick

Chiswick

CHI-pRI-pLA-ACA

CHI-pRI-pLA-Aet

botanical Art: Acathus Spinolas
48x56cm

Fine Mahogany frame

Fine Mahogany frame

CHI-pRI-pLA-ACA-FM

CHI-pRI-pLA-ACA-FM

Chiswick

Chiswick

CHI-pRI-pLA-CAN

CHI-pRI-pLA-CIN

botanical Art: Canna Indica Rubra
48x56cm
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botanical Art: Aethiopis
48x56cm

botanical Art: Cinera Cum Flore
48x56cm
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harrISon

Harrison
Clocks

TheSe BeauTIfuL cLockS are nameD afTer The
New

great clockmaker John harrison. famous for inventing the first
marine chronometer, he revolutionised long distance sea travel by
enabling sailors to plot the longitude of their ship at sea. Located

tRADItIoNAL ANtIQue CLoCK
Black Frame with Grey Face Paper

in the right spot these elegant timepieces with their antique style
black frames, delicate clock hands and grey face paper will look
timelessly chic.
A classic, nostalgic design
Monochrome tones make it perfect for any
setting
two versatile sizes for a dramatic effect or more
subtle accent

Harrison

Wall Clock 435mm - black
HAR-WCLo-0435

435mm

Harrison

Wall Clock 620mm - black
HAR-WCLo-0620

620mm

Left
Harrison Wall Clock 435mm.
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Chichester
Mirrors

82cm

StYLISH AND tRADItIoNAL DeSIGN
56cm

Finished in Limestone or Old Chalk

detail of
mirror

Chichester
56x82cm Mirror

CHI-MIR-56X82- LS / OC

124cm

82cm

detail of
mirror

Chichester
82x124cm Mirror

CHI-MIR-82X124- LS / OC

154cm

Chichester
56cm

detail of
mirror

56x154cm Mirror

CHI-MIR-56X154- LS / OC

154cm

Chichester

100cm

detail of
mirror

100x154cm Mirror
CHI-MIR-100X154- LS / OC

Colour Codes : LS - Limestone / OC - old Chalk
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Henley
Mirrors

82cm

CLASSIC AND CoNteMpoRARY pALe oAK

Henley

56cm

Crafted from Natural Oak

detail of
mirror

56x82cm Mirror

HeNL-MIR-056X082

154cm

Henley

56cm

detail of
mirror

56x154cm Mirror

HeNL-MIR-056X154

124cm

82cm

detail of
mirror

Henley

82x124cm Mirror

HeNL-MIR-082X124

154cm

Henley

100cm
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detail of
mirror

100x154cm Mirror

HeNL-MIR-100X154
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Larsson &
Versailles
Mirrors

eLeGANt AND DeLICAte DeSIGNS
Choose between the Scandinavian finish of the
Larsson or the reflective glamour of the Versailles

lArsson mirrors

VersAilles mirrors

80cm
80cm

Versailles

Larsson

detail of
mirror

55cm

55x80cm Mirror

55cm

LARb-MIR-055X080

detail of
mirror

55x80cm Mirror

VeR-MIR-055x080

140cm
95cm

Larsson

50cm

82

detail of
mirror

50x140cm Mirror
LARb-MIR-050X140

Versailles

75cm

detail of
mirror

82x124cm Mirror
VeR-MIR-095x075
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BuckInGham mIrrorS

Buckingham

our neW mIrror coLLecTIon IS nameD afTer The
New

Mirrors

Duke of Buckingham who was a major investor in glass-making in
the mid-late 17th century. his glassworks in Vauxhall specialised
in mirror glass for which he employed specialist Venetian

CLASSIC AND CoNteMpoRARY DeSIGN

craftsmen, considered to be the pioneers of this technology.

Two colour options and a choice of 74cm and 100cm
sizes provide a combination suitable for every room

Neutral colour palette to suit every room
Classic design to fit with any style and décor
blends effortlessly with all Neptune furniture

Buckingham Mirror
74x74cm Mirror - black

74cm

detail of
mirror

buC-MIR-074X074-bL

Buckingham Mirror
100x100cm Mirror - black

100cm

detail of
mirror

buC-MIR-100X100-bL

Buckingham Mirror
74x74cm Mirror - off White

74cm

detail of
mirror

buC-MIR-074X074-oF

Buckingham Mirror
Above
buckingham 100x100cm Mirror in black.
Ashby Large and Small Artichoke.
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100x100cm Mirror -off White

100cm

detail of
mirror

buC-MIR-100X100-oF
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Lighting
tAbLe LAMpS
DeSK LAMpS
WALL LAMoS
peNDANt LIGHtS
LIGhTInG IS ofTen The moST unDereSTImaTeD, yeT The
most important consideration in your home. The best lighting scheme
mimics the natural dappled light you can see in your garden. It creates
tone through light and shade and a subtle warmth to each room. We
wanted to give you a beautiful selection of table, wall and pendant
lights that will help achieve this.
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Burlington

Crystal Lamp Stands
StYLISH AND SopHIStICAteD CLeAR GLASS
Leaded Crystal Stand with Silk Flex
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BurlinGton BAll lAmP

BurlinGton VAse lAmP

38cm

31cm

Why choose me?
beautiful combination of leaded crystal
and silk flex
Choice of raw silk or natural linen shade
Glamorous large ball or vase design stand
is a beautiful focal point

56cm

62cm

14cm

Lucile

Burlington

Crystal ball Lamp Stand
- small

12” Lamp Shade
Warm White Linen

buR-LAM-bS12L

Burlington

14cm

Crystal Vase Lamp Stand
- Small

Edward
15” Lamp Shade
Mocha Silk

buR-LAM-VS15e

38cm

43cm

65cm

70cm

16cm

Lucile

Burlington

Crystal ball Lamp Stand
- medium

15” Lamp Shade
Warm White Linen

buR-LAM-bM15L

Burlington

16cm

Crystal Vase Lamp Stand
- Medium

Edward

17” Lamp Shade
Mocha Silk

buR-LAM-VM17e

48cm

82cm

18cm

Burlington

Crystal ball Lamp Stand
- large

Lucile
19” Lamp Shade
Warm White Linen

buR-LAM-bL19L
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The BurLInGTon Lamp IS Where IT aLL BeGan. When

We wanted crystal not acrylic, the glass to truly reflect the light,

we first started out we bought a similar lamp at a trade fair and

a silk flex cord and a silk shade. So we had to start from scratch.

used it to decorate our stand. We almost started a stampede. It

What we created was a truly special neptune accessory inspired

turned out to be the perfect accessory to our growing interior

by you. a stunning, leaded crystal stand with a silk flex cord and

business and apparently the perfect accessory for you, so we set

choice of raw silk or natural linen shade. The crystal glass reflects

out to make one. It was a fascinating process. We realised that

the light beautifully and the muted shades are very versatile. choose

high quality crystal lamps did not exist at a sensible price.

silk for a touch of glamour or swap to a soft linen for the bedroom.
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cromWell tABle lAmPs

BloomsBury tABle lAmPs

20cm

35cm

49cm

Cromwell &
Bloomsbury
Table Lamps

beAutIFuL oAK LAMpS FoR ANY SettING

51cm

15cm
15cm

James

Cromwell

Washed oak Lamp Stand
- small

8” Lamp Shade
Warm White Linen

CRo-LAM-S8J

Henry

Bloomsbury

Antique Lamp Stand
- small

15” Lamp Shade
parchment Linen

bLo-LAM-S15H

Washed Oak and Antique Finish

28cm

50cm

65cm
75cm

18cm

James

Cromwell

Washed oak Lamp Stand
- medium

11” Lamp Shade
Warm White Linen

CRo-LAM-M11J

Bloomsbury

24cm

Antique Lamp Stand
- medium

Henry
19.5” Lamp Shade
parchment Linen

bLo-LAM-M195H

36cm

62cm

88cm

96cm

23cm
30cm

Cromwell

Washed oak Lamp Stand
- large

James
14” Lamp Shade
Warm White Linen

CRo-LAM-L14J
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Bloomsbury

Antique Lamp Stand
- large

Henry
26” Lamp Shade
parchment Linen

bLo-LAM-L26H

cromWeLL

BLoomSBury

The slim shape of the cromwell stand is designed to fit into

The Bloomsbury range shows that sometimes bigger is definitely

tighter spaces such as a bedside table. The tall silhouette gives

better. our large antique Lampstand is our most popular size and

you some height, and the rustic patina of the oak adds texture to

adds a dramatic, sculptural statement to your room. The muted

your scheme. choose between a Warm White, parchment or Slate

parchment linen shade complements the antique finish stone

Linen Shade.

effect.
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DesK lAmPs

WAll lAmPs

75cm
22cm

Desk & Wall
Lights

9cm
4.5cm
24cm
15cm

Brunswick

Milton

Chrome angle poise desk lamp

Chrome wall lamp
Ip44 rated - safe for the bathroom

MIL-LAM-DeS-NI

bRu-LIG-WAL

39.5cm
14cm

26.5cm
6.5cm
8cm

Hanover

9.5cm

Nickel plated desk lamp
HAN-LAM-75Hp

Henry
7.5” Lamp Shade
parchment Linen

Hanover

Nickel plated wall lamp

Henry
7.5” Lamp Shade
Slate Linen

HAN-LAM-WAL-75HS

SIDe LampS
We have a fantastic mix of updated classics, original designs
and the slick milton Lamp, where the styling is slightly retro
with a modern feel. our attention to detail goes down to the
wire. colours, metal alloys, ref lective materials and adjustable settings are all carefully considered. We have even made
an Ip44 rated bathroom light so affordable, you could dot it
around the whole house.
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Pendant Lights

340mm

360mm

285mm

285mm

Tennyson

Tennyson

teN-LAM-peN-WH

teN-LAM-peN-bL

pendant - White

pendant - black

460mm

480mm

340mm

380mm

Imperial

Belgravia

pendant - Nickel

pendant - Nickel

IMp-LAM-peN-NI

beL-LAM-peN-NI

1000mm

590mm810mm

310mm

450mm

Byron

420mm

1300mm

Hughes

pendant - White

Double pendant

bYR-LAM-peN-WH

HuG-LAM-2peN-NA

We GeT Very excITeD aBouT The huGheS penDanT

extremely rewarding to come up with the finished product and was

Light. It was the original pendant we designed to light up the

the inspiration behind many of these other stunning lights. These

island in our first neptune kitchen. It certainly hit the spot as we

pendant Lights look great in pairs, as a single statement over a kitchen

were inundated with enquiries about it. But, it became a difficult

table or even over bedside tables. Designed to coordinate in any city,

project. We wanted the base of the shade to hang at eye level.

country or coastal home so you have no excuse not to grab one now.

however, most pendant lights have a fixed rod. So we set out to
make a telescopic setting that was adjustable to ceiling height. It was
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Lamp & Shade
Combinations

Choose your
lamp stand

Choose your
lamp shade

We have introduced a number of new lamps to complement our interior range so we thought
it would easier for you to choose your combination by showing you the different options.
We have designed all of the stands and shades so that they work together harmoniously.
So sit back and relax, it will look wonderful whichever combination you go for.
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Setting the Scene
pAINt
ISoGuARD
FLooRING
pANeLING
We hope you haVe founD Some BeauTIfuL accenTS for
your home that will make it feel personal, warm, elegant and inviting.
however, we would like to suggest you spend a little time now thinking
about how to set the scene.
When we design a space, we look at the six different surfaces in a room.
We start with the floor, four walls and ceiling, and then look at the
colour, textures and light.
We have selected some of our favourite flooring, paint colours and
treatments so you can create your own look. They all work harmoniously together so you have the freedom to choose whatever you like,
confident in the knowledge that it will look great.
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Original Colours
paint is one of the most transformative
tools available to anyone decorating a
home. a cleverly thought out colour

HAND pAINtING SeRVICe

scheme can change the very architec-

In order to customise your piece of

ture of a room and or the style of a

furniture to your own style we offer the

piece of furniture.

option of a final hand painting service

Fossil

old Chalk

Dove Grey

Honed Slate

Lead Light

Earth

Calico

Limestone

Cotswold

peat

Timber

Silver birch

Driftwood

Grey oak

Fine Mahogany

Smoke

Mist

Fog

Smoke

Charcoal

Spice

Salt

pink peppercorn

paprika

Juniper

Snow

powder blue

Alpine

Aqua blue

Lily

French Grey

Moss

Cactus

in one of our unique paint colours. add
We have designed a range of 28 colours

your own choice of handle and you will

divided into seven tonal areas to make

have your own distinctive piece. any

it easy for you to choose your favourite.

of our standard Limestone finished

all are designed to harmonise together

pieces can have this option. Simply

perfectly, and look beautiful whatever

check which service is applicable to

piece of furniture you paint.

the piece you have selected and choose

our paints are ecological, water based and
technically very easy to
use. They are available
in two finishes, original

please note that
to get an accurate
representation of our
colours, you should
order a sample tin of
your choice of colour.

emulsion for walls and

the colour of your choice.
We will do the rest.
first we prepare each
piece by removing all
the hardware. Then we
lightly rub down your

original eggshell for doors, skirting

piece with 180 grit paper to ensure a

and furniture. Their high performance

perfectly keyed surface. Then we mask

and durability means that if any sticky

the parts that do not require painting.

fingers make it on to the walls or

now we will set about painting, with

cabinets, you can simply rub them off

fine brushstrokes following the grain

with a microfiber cloth.

of the wood. The colour is built up
until we are satisfied. once completely

We would recommend you purchase

dry we reassemble your furniture,

a sample pot prior to making your

check it and carefully pack for onward

decision as colours can change in

delivery to you. your choice of paint is

different settings.

included in the service charge.

paint available to buy in:

Nordic

Plant
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ISoGuarD TreaTmenT oIL IS

undertaken by the sailing industry

If the wood gets knocked or damaged, apply the

a technology we developed, with a

we developed a product that could

oil to the exposed area and it will react with the

specific need for a natural finish to oak

actually penetrate deeply into the oak.

new timber to create another protective seal.

furniture. There was nothing on the

This meant there was no residual layer

We recommend you treat your timber every 6

market that gave a high performance,

left on the surface as it protected each

months as any surface tends to get worn down.

didn’t stain or leave an oily residue. It

individual molecule of the timber.

Just remember that it does need some time to
really perform, so allow at least seven days until

was the kind of challenge we like.
What’s more, it is extremely easy

you start using the timber. After 28 days your

We found the solution in an unlikely

to use. Simply apply the light oil to

surface is highly protected.

place. on the deck of a boat. using the

the surface of your wood, allow to

one tin goes a very long way so it really is

advanced nanotechnology research

penetrate and then wipe off the excess.

excellent value.
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Care & Maintenance:

As used on our Chichester and
Henley collections.

As used on our Harrogate, Sheldrake and
Suffolk collections.

All of our oak surfaces are now treated with IsoGuard™
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We LoVe The comBInaTIon of STone fLoor WITh

Buxton
Floor tile

wooden or painted furniture. our blue stone Buxton Tiles are a
type of limestone, which is softer to the touch than other stones:
an important feature in a room with such steady footfall. The tiles
come in one size, with a tumbled edge. use a mid grey grout and

peRFeCt uNDeR Foot
Tumbled Blue Limestone

seal for an extremely practical and very durable finish. It will also
weather beautifully.

A perfect backdrop for our Henley, Suffolk and
Chichester ranges
Lay it continuously for a stunning effect

Buxton

Limestone Flooring tile - River Grey 60x40cm
FLo-LIM-RG
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muDDy DoGS, chILDren anD LaTe nIGhT DancInG

Marton
Flooring

are all in a day’s work for our hard wearing solid oak floor.
named after one of the largest and oldest oak trees in england, our
marton oak is resilient, strong and beautiful.
This cleverly engineered board has a generous 4mm of oak on top

ReSILIeNt, StRoNG AND beAutIFuL
Cleverly Engineered Oak Boards

of a very stable 11mm of multiply. It looks wonderful, feels soft
under foot and works perfectly with under floor heating. Boards
come in one size and can be laid regularly for a contemporary
look or in a continuous line for a more rustic feel. The oak has
been treated in Isoguard™ treatment oil as standard to guarantee
protection.
Contrast with painted furniture and stone work
surfaces
elegant, warm and durable

Finished in IsoGuard™ treatment oil

Marton

Solid oak Flooring (2.8m2 pack)
FLo-MAR-oA
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TheSe ruSTIc hanDmaDe TerracoTTa BrIckS GIVe

Tamworth

New

Antique Finish Floor Tiles

your home a lovely warm finish. Durable, elegant and stylish, they
introduce a natural, earthy appearance that works beautifully with
painted furniture or raw oak.

A RuStIC tASte oF tuSCANY
Handmade Terracotta Bricks

each handcrafted tile is a unique work of art
with slight variations of size and colour
these tactile tiles have a personality and
warmth not found in machine-made tiles
We use only traditional methods and the best
materials – no chemical based colours are used

Tamworth

teracotta Antique Finish Floor tiles
FLo-teR-ANt
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Did you know?
Did you know that we are whole home specialists with a particular passion
for beautiful, practical, well made furniture with excellent value?
We design and make everything! That is rare but we love developing our
ideas for the whole home. So from bedroom to garden, we have it covered.
please contact your neptune specialist for a copy of our latest brochures;
Garden, Interior, kitchen and Bathroom.
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Neptune, Blagrove, Swindon, Wiltshire SN5 8YG
t : +44 (0) 1793 427300 e : info@neptune.com

Now available online at

neptune.com

